
    By Sue Gwise, Horticulture Educator 

I’m not trying to diminish the severity this season’s drought, but it has led to a few positive outcomes: 
 

 It should lower tick populations. Entomologists have said that the best, natural control for ticks is a hot, dry summer. Ticks 
need moisture and hopefully this season’s arid conditions have put a dent in their populations. Here in the office we normally 
get one a call a week concerning tick bites—this season I have not received any! 

 Late blight of tomato and potatoes has not made an appearance. Usually by this time of year late blight begins popping up all 
over New York State. This year (as of the third week in August) we have had no occurrences in New York. The closest infection 
of late blight is currently in West Virginia! 

 For those who deal with early blight and septoria leaf spot of tomatoes on a yearly basis, this season has been relaxing. Both of 
these fungal diseases are at very low levels and if they occur, they are not spreading. Maintenance is greatly reduced since we 
don’t have to constantly scout for, and remove, infected leaves! 

 
Of course this is of little consolation because the negative effects of the 
drought far out way the positive ones.  Here are just a few of the drought-
related problems that we have been getting calls on:  
 

 Blossom end rot of tomatoes is rampant. 

 Cucumbers taste bitter; other fruits are not sweet. 

 Trees are dropping their leaves or turning brown. 

 Insects are moving inside of homes in search of water. 

 Small mammals are feeding on garden fruit as a way to get moisture. 

 Potatoes (and other root vegetables) are small. 

 Peppers are thin-walled. 

 Perennials are dying back. 
 
What are you seeing? Email Sue Gwise at sjg42@cornell.edu and let me 
know how the drought is affecting your garden. 
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Contact us for more information at 315-788-8450  

or jefferson@cornell.edu. 
 

Visit our website at www.ccejefferson.org. 
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